
6/16/68 

Dear Gary, 

Wjile Freda (prettiest courier a man ever had) and kike are relaxing 
with my wife and some friends at a picnic nearby, I write hoping that they can 
mail this from where they live and save a day. 

t have had a hasty .glance at the pictures though an 8x magnifier. My 
impression'is that these do not include the most important shots. There is no 
good one of-the mein man. Now there is a view or there are several views of him' 
from a different angle, and with the question one of him having teen counterfeited, 
jn my present work and with.the people 1  hope to see in the near future, they can 
be very important to me. 

I gather, more wil;. be sent, one of the reasonsforheste. Unless they_ 
are now on the way, it would bee very good idea if we can send me et-least one 
set core of pads ( Matt may be away for a while; I've not heard from him for a 
while and lait heard of him in Texas). If Patsy can make extra set, if I have two 
there I can give 'pule one. I'd like a file set to keep at home. 

Please let me know whet your plans for the summer are so thet, if the 
need and occasion arrises, we can zero in. 

Penn and L.A. are mightily upset at the disorder and error in the ms. 
Spoke to htam last night. Spot checking disclosed careless error. Don't know whose. 

Now I am not in a hurry for the motion version, but I'd like all the 
different prints Patsy can make, with the maximum clear enlargement of the man 
in whom I'm most interested, and of as many framer as show different things, or -
rather, different identification points. 

From the color of the glesses, I em willing to accept the southern 
estimate that it is not Haab. 

It should be possible to get at least one clear image of each of the 
principaas. This, I think, is not here. I am getting more and more interested 
in the precipitator of the fracas. Not only because he stupidly allows me no 
choice but because my investigations diclose what requires it. 

Please try:andgetyptey to work right away, making his prints either 
from the Stan or from whatever be wants. I tbink these slides not the clearest 
possible and the color not as good as it could be. Until I can project them, I 
cannot be sure, but I fear the selection was not the best. 

When I can make my next trip I do not know:  My total resources as of 
tonight, with an empty gas tank, are 37.00. However, 	feel must be there in 
not much over a week. With Matt away, that may not be'es easy, but one way or 
another' I must do it. I will. 	try and let you know when I am there. If there 
cannot be more than one set of prints, I'd best have them there unless they can 
be mailed to me here pronto. Hope you can make out the typos. 

And thanks for getting these done and to me. 
• 
Sincerely, 


